DUMBU TERMS OF USE

OBJECTIVE OF THE SITE
The ultimate goal of the Dumbu site is to capture followers for the Instagram profile of the
appliance customers. The technique used by the site is to follow people who follow the
reference profiles chosen by the client. After a certain period, the Dumbu system will "tease"
these people. Dumbu only has the function of following and "deleting" followers of the reference
profiles chosen by the customer.

INTEGRATION WITH INSTAGRAM
The Dumbu tool integrates with the Instagram system, being subject to all rules and decision
making made by Instagram, even without prior notice. Dumbu is committed to keeping its
techniques, codes and systems up to date. Dumbu is not responsible for any problems caused
by rules or determinations of Instagram, even if this results in the exclusion and / or blocking of
the profile of any Dumbu customers. Dumbu is not responsible for the exclusion and / or
blocking of customer profiles, and by contracting the appliance the customer agrees and
accepts with the terms of use and understands that Dumbu is not responsible for any problem
arising from Instagram's determinations. Thus the Dumbu can not be triggered in court or any
other similar procedure, for any damage arising generated decision Instagram.

FOLLOWERS

1. The Dumbu client is solely responsible for choosing the reference profiles, from where
you want to capture followers. Being of its responsibility the quality of the followers
acquired through the tool. The acquisition of followers does not guarantee increased
engagement (tastings and comments) on the customer profile. Therefore, it is the sole
and exclusive responsibility of the client to manage the content (postings) of his profile,
Dumbu has only the function of following and "deleting" followers of the reference
profiles chosen by the client.

2. The goal of Dumbu is to follow and unfollow profiles based on the reference profiles
indicated by the client to gain new followers. Due to factors coming from Instagram,
such as the possibility of changing the profile name, sometimes the Dumbu tool can’t
unfollow the 100% of the profiles that she followed, and there may be a small amount
left over in some specific cases, not representing the pattern of the tool, just an
exception.

SIGNATURE
The signature of the appliance must be done by the Dumbu website and will be charged
monthly automatically. In case of cancellation, the customer should contact the Dumbu by email
requesting termination. A cancellation form will be sent and the date for cancellation will be that
of completing the form. For customers who sign the tool with a valid promotion, such as 7 days
free, the first monthly charge will occur automatically, without the need for Dumbu notice, on the
eighth day after registering on the site. In case of change of plan during the current month, the
difference will be charged if the new plan is more expensive, or the reversal if the new plan is
cheaper.

PROMOTIONS
For customers who subscribe to the tool with a valid promotion, such as a 2 trial free days
service, the first monthly charge will be automatically charged after the free days end, without
the need for notice from Dumbu. For customers who have already used the tool, even if only on
the days of free or only in the first promotional month, if they want to sign again, they will be
charged for the full amount of the chosen plan, without the right to a new free trial or
promotional discount in the first month of return to Dumbu. Free day promotions and
promotional discounts in the first month are valid only for new subscribers.

PLANS
In case of a change of plan during the current month, the difference will be charged if the new
plan is more expensive, or the reversal if the new plan is cheaper.

RIGHT OF REPENTANCE – BUY ONLINE
The 7-day right of repentance does not apply to Dumbu. Such right is guaranteed for physical
products that have variation of measures, aesthetics or any other type of variation. Dumbu,
besides being a service, does not have any variation. The tool follows and assigns people,
based on reference profiles and does not shy away from it. Therefore, the consumer knows
exactly what he is buying at the time of signing, since the entire operation of the tool is detailed
on the website.

